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Azhar's Son Abbas Scores 189! Will He Get A Fair Trial In
Ranji Team?
Hyderabad, Mohammed Azharuddin's son Mohammed Asaduddin, popularly known as Abbas,
scored another big hundred in Hyderabad 'A' division league match. He scored 189 with 19 fours
and 12 sixes. He scored 148 runs in boundaries only. He had scored 145 and 97 in two previous
matches. Standing at 6.3 inch tall left hand batsman bats at number three position. Because of his
consistent performance, Abbas is being tipped to be included into Hyderabad Ranji team if
selection goes fair.

Abbas scored 189 with 19 fours and 12 sixes, 148 runs in boundaries only. He had scored
145 and 97 in two previous matches.

In year 2014, Abbas took his first major steps in his cricketing career when he was named in the
Uttar Pradesh One Day squad for the forthcoming Vijay Hazare trophy. The left-handed batsman
was a part of the Hyderabad under-22 squad in 2010 but was unable to break into the senior
squad. The U.P. squad was led by leg-spinner Piyush Chawla and also included former India pacer
Praveen Kumar. But the team politics saw Abbas sitting in the bench.

As former Indian Captain Azar is given clean chit by the BCCI legal team, Hyderabad Cricket
Association's resistance to Azar is diluting. Earlier in January, Azhar was not allowed to contest in
Hyderabad Cricket Association's election. The returning officer has rejected his candidature citing
that BCCI has not cleared Azhar's ban. Now reports are immersing that BCCI had written email
informing Hyderabad Cricket Association that Azhar's name is cleared by the legal team and he
can contest the elections. But Hyderabad's returning officer denied that he received any email form
BCCI. Obviously they cheated on Azhar. BCCI has sent a strong message to Hyderabad Cricket
Association to behave with Former Indian Captain. In the fast changing scenario in favour of
Azharuddin, it is expected that his son Abbas might not have to suffer because of the vendettas of
certain section of Hyderabad Cricket Association against his father. Abbas is a brilliant cricketer
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and he deserves to be given a fair chance to prove his talent.
A Law Graduate from Hyderabad University, Abbas being Azhar's son he's already a page3
personality in Hyderabad social circle.. he also assist his father's movie Azhar.
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